
Pistol Range Covid-19 Prevention Best Practices  

The indoor range and outdoor range buildings remain closed.  Outdoor Ranges 
open to Members Only, no guests allowed. 

All Covid-19 prevention best practices will be adhered to that are in effect the 
day the range is used.   

IF YOU ARE SICK – STAY HOME. 

The respective Range opening date TBD.  

These ranges will open for DSC Members only. 

All RSO’s are to wear masks, gloves or use hand sanitizer often for their own 

protection when signing shooters in or cleaning up. If you wear gloves, you 

should use hand sanitizer on them often also, and only one range session use.  

Don’t put them in your coat or bag at the end using them again and this goes for 

shopping in stores etc. 

Range fees should be paid by check whenever possible to avoid using currency. 

The check must have the member’s number on the face in the memo area.   If 

currency is used exact change is required, no change will be given to minimize 

currency handling. RO’s should use hand sanitizer on their gloves immediately 

after handling checks or currency. 

All shooters need to wear masks when approaching the range and interfacing 

with the Range Safety Officers.  Masks may be removed to shoot when in 

position. Maintaining a six foot “social distance” is required. If that is not 

possible, all individuals, not from the same family, in close proximity must wear a 

mask. 

All buildings should be kept closed and locked except for the RSO to retrieve 

range materials.  (except port-a-potty) 

Target frames will be installed by the Range Officers to minimize handling by 

multiple people. 



Port-A-Potties will be available and will be sanitized regularly.   

Pistol range tables and shooting stations are all 8 feet long. Only one shooter will 

be allowed per table/station. Exception: One member of the same family, arriving 

in the same car, may be at the same table/station. Only one person may be 

shooting at a time. All other range rules apply.  

If there are more shooters than available shooting stations, the RO on duty will 

start a waiting list. To prevent excess grouping, individuals on that list may wait in 

their cars until called. The RO on duty may ask the shooter leaving to notify the 

next shooter on the list. 

No congregating while waiting to shoot.  Masks should be worn while waiting. 

No grouping of people. 

No food or beverages except what is brought in by the shooters for their personal 

needs and consumption.  Removal/disposal of any bottles, wrappers, etc. is the 

responsibility of the individual who brought the item. A trash receptacle is 

available on the range. 

It will be up to the RSO on duty to maintain sanitation around the range using the 

best practices for Covid-19 control in effect at that time. 

Covid-19 posters are already posted on all DSC Buildings and Ranges and will be 

updated as they are available from the CDC.   

The Range Officer has complete authority on rules violations! First violation is a 

warning and the second violation constitutes removal from the range without a 

refund. 

All such violations, requiring removal, will be documented on an incident report 

filed with the DSC Office.  The DSC BOD will act on all such incidents. 

Safety is everyone’s responsibility, and now that includes infectious diseases. 

Recommended personal items to add to your range bag: 

• Mask and gloves 

• Hand sanitizer 

• Table cover 



• Pen for you to sign in with 

• Disinfectant wipes 

• Check or exact change 

• Staple gun for putting up targets (1/4” staples) 

 


